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RESOURCE INFORMATION
HMF Fire Management
PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO THE FIRE MANAGEMENT SUPERVISORS
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. THANK YOU.
Date_______________
Time of Arrival_______________
Type of Resource:______________________

Call Sign_______

Lead Name________________________________________________
Cell Phone Number (if available):_______________________________
Home Unit_________________________________________________
Last Day Off:______________________________________________

Are you part of a Strike Team or Task Force? ( ) Y ( ) N
Provide crewmember names and top red card qualifications (please write on
back if more room needed):
Name

Qualifications

Total number of persons:____________
Additional Remarks:

Location and phone number of lodging (if
known):____________________________

IN-BRIEFING CHECKLIST
From AFMO/Zone FMO:
 HMF Incident Organizer
 Area Maps
 Aviation Resources – Aviation Officer has separate briefing packet
 Fuels & Tactics Briefing including Fire Management Plan, appropriate response
and fire restrictions
 S Numbers are not given until receipts are provided.
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Timesheet and shift tickets signed by District/Zone FMO or IC
Requests for replacement items approved by District/Zone FMO and S # received from dispatch. NOTE: S#s will not be provided without a receipt provided
to Dispatch
Meal & lodging receipts signed and turned into dispatch/local procurement
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Huron-Manistee National Forest Fire Management

Title

Name
Cadillac Dispatch

Office

Office #

Cell #

S.O.

(231)775-8732

(231) 775-8732
(24hr)

Chief 1

Chris Peterson

S.O.

(231) 775-5023
ext. 8724

(231) 215-3696

Chief 2

Joe Alyea

S.O.

(231)775-2421
ext.8752

(989) 305-1227

North
Zone Aviation
Officer

Chad Runyan

S.O.

(231) 775-5023
ext. 8702

(218) 343-9317

Division 1

Persephone
Whelan

West
Zone

(231)231-2211
ext.3140

(989) 305-1223

Division 2

John NortonJensen

East Zone

(989) 739-0728
ext.3101

(989)305-1227

Battalion
Chief 11

Kevin Reese

West
Zone

(231) 745-5841

(231) 878-7273

Battalion
Chief 12

Ian Morgan

West
Zone

(231)723-2211
ext.3135

(231) 878-7307

Battalion
Chief 21

Kevin Marino

East Zone

(989) 826-3252
ext.3361

(989)305-1189

Battalion
Chief 22

Ryan Stone

East Zone

(989)739-0728
ext.3109

(231) 878-7328

General UXO Safety
DO NOT TOUCH IT.
UXO’s may be new and shiny or old and rusty.
UXO’s may be up to 23+ inches long or the size of a bullet.
UXO’s may still hold a charge, do not assume it is dead.
Remember the 3 R’s…Recognize, Retreat, Report.
Recognize
If you see any of the above objects, assume it is live and deadly. DO NOT
TOUCH IT. Use flagging to identify where you spotted the possible UXO
from. Stay away from the actual area of the object if possible and flag
the area where you can see it from.
Retreat
Walk away from the area in the same path that you entered the area. If
you saw one, there may be more around you.
Report
Report the find and the area to your immediate supervisor so the home unit
can contact the proper authorities to investigate and remove the possible UXO.

In the event of an incident in a UXO area, as with any incident, keep calm and provide for safety of personnel and self. We all know that fire by itself is dangerous.
When UXO is added to a fire, the possibility of injury and/or death increases. Draw a
bigger box of the incident, provide for safety of personnel, self, and the public, and
work the incident. Local resources and MIDC are aware of the UXO area in Pine
River and will be with you to assist in the safe and efficient containment and control
of the incident.

NORDHOUSE DUNES WILDERNESS

Huron Manistee National Forest Fire Resources

FIRE SUPPRESSION ACTION
The Huron- Manistee National Forest has one wilderness area. The fire suppression
policy for wilderness areas in the Huron-Manistee National Forest will be to conduct
all fire management activities in a manner compatible with overall wilderness management objectives.
This would include MIST tactics, restrictions on mechanical equipment, and using
only hand tools with a less aggressive suppression objective of 10 acres or less.
Where possible, suppression action will utilize natural boundaries to minimize impacts to the wilderness.
he Forest Supervisor may grant approval (If an emergency fire situation with an escapable urgency exists) by exception to use the following equipment for fire suppression purposes in the Nordhouse Dunes Wilderness; Helicopters, airtankers,
chainsaws, portable pumps, and/or light vehicles such as Type 7 engines, pick-ups.
The use of dozers in a wilderness requires Regional Forester approval.
If vehicles or dozers are used, their tracks will be rehabilitated along with firelines
before the suppression effort is concluded.

East Zone Unexploded Ordinance (UXO)
The Huron Manistee National Forest has an UXO are in its protection area. The UXO
is located specifically ni the Pine River Patrol Area in Alcona County. The UXO area is
a result of the former Wurtsmith Airforce Base Gunnery and Bombing Range training
missions conducted when the base was in operation.
As with any UXO Area, extreme caution should be utilized not only in the identified
areas on the map but in the surrounding areas as well. Military training missions
involving any type of projectile artillery could result in munitions flying outside a
projected area of impact and sometimes could not be located. In the event of an
incident in a UXO area, responding resources will immediately notify MIDC and the
Zone Duty Officer. In the event that suppression actions must take place to save
lives and property, extreme caution and the following tactics should be considered:
Indirect Attack (i.e. burnout from road systems, draw a bigger box).
Limit the use of heavy equipment and/or hand tools that dig into the
ground.
Use aircraft suppression such as helicopter bucket drops, or fixed wing aircraft.
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EXPECTATIONS


If you are a government employee (including hand/engine crews) you are expected to be self-sufficient and be on per diem. If this is a problem please see your
supervisor immediately.



AD rate employees are entitled to per diem. If you are not able to take care of
your motel or meals notify your supervisor so that arrangements can be made. The
receiving unit processes all time and travel. (i.e.: If you worked on Big Bend National
Park in Texas, then you need to take your documents to them for payment).



If you are a field resource, be prepared to camp out (tent, sleeping bag, and
personal gear bag).
If you are staying in a motel, you must take your belongings with you each day.
There is no guarantee you will be back to the same location every night. This is
strictly dependent upon where the activity is occurring in the area. Make sure you
let dispatch and the FMO know what motel you are staying at for after hour’s dispatches.



Upon checking in/briefing you will be provided maps of the area. Please return
them when you are released.



Be respectful and courteous in and around the communities. You are a reflection of this organization while working here.



Any criminal activity or disturbances will be investigated and will result in immediate release and/or possible law enforcement action.



It is your responsibility to keep track of your time on an OF-288 or Crew Time
Reports and have the Zone FMO/AFMOs sign prior to your release.



If you need a radio programmed please see the AFMO that you are assigned to.



All resources are expected to be at or call into the daily briefing (unless on a
fire). During extended staffing, check with your ZFMO/Duty Officer about the correct briefing time.



During your stay here you are encouraged to continue with your physical training (PT’s).



Upon checking in, your ZFMO will ask and document your last days off to ensure
that work/rest guidelines are being met. Your red card will also be checked and photocopied and provided to the AFMO.

Huron-Manistee East Zone



CADILLAC DISPATCH
Location
Address: 1755 S. Mitchell St.
Cadillac, MI 49601
Operations

E-Mail: MIDC@fs.fed.us
Website: mimidc.org

Dispatch will be staffed during the day in staggered shifts, providing coverage
from 0830 EST until 1900 EST. Start times, dates and working hours for dispatch are dependent on fire weather conditions and current activity. All after
hours needs shall be directed to the Dispatch Duty Officer via the 24 hour dispatch phone line, 231-775-8732. Coverages days will vary depending upon established work schedules.
The Cadillac Dispatch Center provides support for the following units:

Huron-Manistee West Zone

U.S. Forest Service
Huron Manistee National Forest
Hiawatha National Forest
Ottawa National Forest
Fish and Wildlife Service
Seney National Wildlife Refuge

National Park Service
National Park Service, Pictured
Rocks National Lakeshore
National Park Service, Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Michigan Agency

Shiawassee National Wildlife Refuge
Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge
Aircraft Orders
All tactical aircraft orders will be placed with the MIDC and filled based on the
establishment of priorities. In such instances, the dispatch center manager (or
acting) will consult with the Zone Aviation Officer and the Forest Fire management Officer before filling with local resources or placing the order up to EACC.
INITIAL ATTACK OPERATIONS/PROTOCOLS



Initial attack dispatching will be based on the closest forces concept, irrespective of protection boundaries.



Dispatch will mobilize initial attack resources according to established protocol
as developed by Fire Management Plan, for the respective response zone.

In some cases, it may be required to burn out unburned fuel between the black and control
features to ensure fire is contained. Consult with Zone Duty Officer about this tactic prior to
implementation.



The Incident Commander will order, cancel, or release resources as deemed
appropriate through MI-MIDC. All resource ordering must be coordinated
through the assigned Incident Commander.



Dispatch will notify the Zone Duty Officer after a location of the incident has
been established by the IC. The Jurisdictional Duty Officer will then be notified,
if necessary, in accordance with the respective state agreements.



The Zone Duty Officer can invoke Zone prerogatives related to management of
the incident. The Zone Duty Officer(s) will interface with the initial attack IC.



Cadillac Dispatch will assign command frequencies in coordination with the Incident Commander.



All participating resources will use the HMF Organizer for continuity in reporting
size-up information and spot weather requests. (You will receive the HMF Organizer at your in-briefing.)



The HMF Organizer/Initial Attack Size-Up documentation is the responsibility of
the initial attack Incident Commander and will be made available to the jurisdictional agency for reporting purposes.



Initial attack resources are to maintain communications with the dispatch center
at all times. Check in/out with dispatch via the radio when leaving the station,
changing locations, arrival on scene, departure from scene, when arrived back in
station and out of service. Cell phone notification is permitted in those cases
where the frequencies are busy.



Report all fires/smoke to the dispatch center immediately and await further
direction. A decision will be made based on set priorities, closest forces, known
prescribed fires, etc.



When reporting a fire or upon arrival at scene of a fire, provide dispatch with
size up information required (see HMF Organizer)



All incidents are assigned an incident number. Be sure to include this number
on all pertinent documentation related to the incident (i.e.: Size-up Cards, Unit
Logs, etc.).





Once on scene, ensure the Incident Commander is designated and clear to all
resources. Inform dispatch of the IC and when any changes in command are
made. As IC, you will name the fire using a geographic reference (try to keep
the name short). This name will be relayed to dispatch to determine if the name
is has not previously been used. At that point in time all communications will be
done by identifying yourself as the “name of the fire” IC (i.e.: Pinyon Ridge IC).
While on an incident you should have positive communications with dispatch at
all times. Cell phone communications, while not desirable, is acceptable until
radio communication problems can be mitigated. If there is a need for a human
repeater, assign a resource already on the fire or order one.

CFFDRS Rules of Thumb for Fire Behavior Prediction
Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC)
75 Surface fire – spreads some
80 Surface fire – spreads more continuous
90 High probability of spot fires
91 Onset of extreme fire behavior

Duff Moisture Code (DMC)
20 Duff available for ignition
30 Fires moderately intense
50 Extreme Fire Behavior
150 Loss of available moisture

Drought Code (DC)
15 Deep organics near saturation
300 Onset of smoldering combustion
500 Sustained deep smoldering

Initial Spread Index (ISI)
0 No spread
10 Threshold for Crowning
20 Extreme Fire Behavior
50 Rarely Exceeds this value

Build-Up Index (BUI)
30 Deeper, heaver fuels start to become
involved
60 Potential for increased mop-up, safety
concerns
90 Many fires have potential to escape IA

Fire Weather Index (FWI)
3 Fire Spreads
25 Onset of potentially extreme fire
behavior
50+ Disaster Fires

WEATHER, FUELS AND FIRE BEHAVIOR



Wildfires can occur any time of the year when there is no snow, but the end of
March thru the beginning of June is typically the time frame with the greatest fire
weather. High pressure systems often set up over the Great Lakes States in April
and May to create a condition of low relative humidity (less than 25%) and warm
daily temperatures (above 60° F). Hudson Bay Highs generally lead to increased fire
danger.

Provide a size-up of the fire to dispatch utilizing the HMF Organizer/Initial
Attack Size-Up. Use clear text so resources en route understand the size-up.
Use the size-up card to document any hazards and how they were mitigated.
Turn in the completed size-up card to Zone FMO or AFMO upon control of the
fire. Follow zone protocols for completion of Fire Report in FIRESTAT.



Human caused fires may require an investigation. Protect point of origin, work
with Zone Duty Officer and notify dispatch. Incident Commander will request a
fire investigator or law enforcement as needed. Dispatch will notify LEO and
Duty Officer/Zone FMO.

The soils predominantly consist of sand or loamy sand and create a condition that is
favorable for good water infiltration and sub-surface percolation. These soils can
cause rapid drying of fuels and drought like conditions in as little as 10 days
The overstory composition of the Huron-Manistee National Forest includes; red pine
(Pinus resinosa), jack pine (Pinus banksiana), black spruce (Picea mariana), white
pine (Pinus strobes), quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides), northern pin oak
(Quercus ellipsoidalis), beech (Fagus grandifolia), red maple (Acer rubrum), and paper birch (betula papyrifera).
Timber
Dense stands of jack pine (up to 2400 stems / acre) are found throughout the forest
and have the potential to exhibit extreme fire behavior. Critical needle moisture
threshold for jack pine starts at 130%. Needle moistures below 130% can sustain a
crown fire with a >10 mph wind and needle moistures below 100% can sustain a
crown fire without any wind.
Indirect attack is often the preferred tactic in younger stands of jack pine due to the
extreme fire behavior (when needle moistures are low). A dozer will construct a line
wide enough to allow the engines access and then the lines are burned out. When
possible, lines are constructed to capitalize on a fuel transition such as hardwood
stands, aspen or to large natural openings and barriers. Be aware of the potential for
snags. Trees weakened by fire in the tops or at the root are a potential deadly hazard
in both the red pine and the aspen. Long range spotting (up to a mile) is common on
large jack pine fires.

MOP UP STANDARDS
All A/B Class wildland fires:
 Mop up 100%.
 A Class fires- cold trail entire fire area.
 B Class fires- cold trail the area within 100 feet of the perimeter and any areas
that could pose a threat of escape.
All C+ Class wildland fires:
 Mopped up 100% within 150 feet of the perimeter.
 Isolate any unburned islands that may pose a threat to containment.
 Remove ladder fuels that pose a threat of escape.
 The IC will develop a monitoring plan after mop up has been completed to prevent escape.
 Declare the fire out after 7 days with no visible smoke during afternoon patrols.
Declaring a fire out:
 No smokes visible for 3 consecutive days.
 Fire checked two consecutive days with no heat found while cold trailing.
 Class A fires that are cold trailed and have NO heat may be called out before
leaving the scene with AFMO approval.
Misc





In some cases, it may be required to burn out unburned fuel between the black
and control features to ensure fire is contained. Consult with Zone Duty Of-

ficer about this tactic prior to implementation.

For Type I and II wildland fires see the district Mop Up and Turn Back Standards.
For all wildland fires, all garbage and flagging will be removed when declaring a
fire out.

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Aircraft for a going fire will be ordered by the IC. When ordering aircraft for your
incident be specific on the resource based on known availability and aviation mission. Be sure to clearly state threats such as residences, outbuildings, communication sites, or resource concerns. This may determine local and regional resource allocation and assist with setting priorities.
The IC needs to insure coordination between Federal aircraft and State of Michigan
aircraft if they are involved. Protocol for air to ground contact is detailed below.
If several aircraft are assigned to your incident and/or it is expected to be a multi-day
event, a TFR (Temporary Flight Restriction) should be ordered. If deemed necessary
by the IC in consultation with the Zone Aviation Officer (ZAO), Forest Fire Staff, the
Duty Officer, or Michigan Interagency Dispatch Center (MIDC), a TFR will be requested and the IC will be notified. Immediately notify Dispatch of any TFR intrusions. If
possible provide the aircraft type, color, and tail number. You may also need to file a
Safecom.



Notify 911 immediately, then Cadillac Dispatch Center concerning any medical
emergency.



If there is any question as to the severity of the injuries, order a medivac
through dispatch. Dispatch will clear the frequency until the emergency is resolved.
Medivac/Flight for Life helicopters are located in Saginaw, Traverse City and Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Stay calm and follow the Medical Incident Report (8 Line) located in the Incident
Response Pocket Guide.

IF THERE IS A QUESTION IN YOUR MIND WHETHER IT
SHOULD BE A GROUND AMBULANCE OR A LIFE
FLIGHT AMBULANCE – REQUEST A LIFE FLIGHT AMBULANCE!

Air to ground contact protocols
These are the radio frequencies that ground resources should use to communicate with aviation resources at the fire scene. They are listed in order of priority.
FS INCIDENT
FS UNIT

FS PLANE

DNR PLANE
FS A/G EAST 167.950N and FS A/G 47 WEST 167.7250N

1. FS A/G
2. DNR A/G (171.425N)
3. STATE EMERGENCY
(154.295)

DNR UNIT

1. DNR A/G (171.425N)

VFD UNIT

2. STATE EMERGENCY
(154.295)

DNR INCIDENT

FS UNIT

1. DNR A/G
(171.425N)
2. STATE EMERGENCY (154.295)

FS or DNR PLANE

1. DNR A/G for initial contact (171.425N)
2. STATE EMERGENCY (154.295)

DNR UNIT

or
3. 800 mhz established channel

VFD UNIT
Air Guard 168.625

DO NOT SAY THE VICTIM’S NAME OVER THE RADIO!

National Flight Following 168.650 Tx Tone 110.9

